Siem Reap, Cambodia, 20th December 2017

Dear Benefactors and Friends

The Cook Book with delicious recipes about Cambodian FOOD has been reprint
in its second edition, FOOD For The SOUL, and its being sell in all SPOTLIGHT
stores across AUSTRALIA. The 100% of the proceeds go to our projects working
for vulnerable children and families.
This edition has new images, text and updates about the way the Cook Book
funds have been invested.

This is a wonderful period to include it into your CHRISTMAS or NEW
YEAR’s Wish List!!!.

You can learn incredible testing dishes and helping developing a commited
project with the community.

THANK you very Much to MICHAEL KRAMER for becoming with this inititative
more than 7 years ago already, and for having coordinated to reprint it again
bringing many wonderful people on place!. We THANK you very Much all of
them too.

THANK you very Much to SAM WALKER for transmitting with her camera the
esence and feelings on the projects.
THANK you very much to SPOTLIGHT for making easy always any initiative for
helping the children and more, facilitating their stores all across Australia.

I would like to introduce you the BAGS of HOPE, and initiative of SPOTLIGHT and
being implemented more than 7 years ago. We produce 1000 bags monthly and
send them to SPOTLIGHT. They sell te bags across their stores in AUSTRALIA in a
FAIR TRADE system. Come on!!!! and run to the next store to get your bag
making possible for a group of mothers to become independent and

caring of their children in an adequatue way. These women will never
abandone their families, their children will not begg or becoming vulnerable on
the streets of a city growing so fast.

Include these amazing bags into your CHRISTMAS or NEW YEAR’s
Wish List too!

Thank you very much to SPOTLIGHT Family for making it possible.

Thank you very much for your Trust, your Devotion, the Enthusiasm
and above all, your LOVE.

WE WISH YOU a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY NEW YEAR 2018

Bank Name: ANZ ROYAL BANK
Account Name: TOGETHER FOR CAMBODIA
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www.togetherforcambodia.org
lidiaginesta@gmail.com

Lidia LindeGinesta
President and Founder

THANK YOU VERY MUCH - AUKUN CHARAN – MUCHAS GRACIAS

